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Abstract.—Sequence heterochrony (changes in the order in which events occur) is a potentially important, but relatively
poorly explored, mechanism for the evolution of development. In part, this is because of the inherent difficulties in inferring
sequence heterochrony across species. The event-pairing method, developed independently by several workers in the
mid-1990s, encodes sequences in a way that allows them to be examined in a phylogenetic framework, but the results can be
difficult to interpret in terms of actual heterochronic changes. Here, we describe a new, parsimony-based method to interpret
such results. For each branch of the tree, it identifies the least number of event movements (heterochronies) that will explain
all the observed event-pair changes. It has the potential to find all alternative, equally parsimonious explanations, and
generate a consensus, containing the movements that form part of every equally most parsimonious explanation. This new
technique, which we call Parsimov, greatly increases the utility of the event-pair method for inferring instances of sequence
heterochrony. [Developmental sequences; event pairing; heterochrony; Parsimov program; principle of parsimony.]

Developmental data from temporal sequences, especially those in embryonic development, are increasingly
being analyzed in an evolutionary context (e.g., Mabee
and Trendler, 1996; Smith, 1996, 1997, 2001a, 2001b;
Velhagen, 1997; Nunn and Smith, 1998; Velhagen and
Savitzky, 1998; Mabee et al., 2000; Chipman et al., 2000;
Schlosser, 2001; Chipman, 2002; Jeffery et al., 2002a;
Sánchez-Villagra, 2002; Bininda-Emonds et al., 2003; Cole
et al., 2003). However, there are problems in optimizing
such data onto phylogenetic trees in that the differences
between the sequence of each species (sequence heterochrony) makes it difficult to “align” the data, and thus
to determine which parts of the sequence have changed
in a rigorous analytical fashion (see Bininda-Emonds
et al., 2002).
Of the various methods that have been suggested for
studying sequence heterochrony (e.g., Schlosser, 2001;
Schulmeister and Wheeler, 2004), the most flexible is the
“event-pair” (or “sequence unit”) method, which was
developed in the mid-1990s to study heterochrony in vertebrate embryonic development (Mabee and Trendler,
1996; Smith, 1997; Velhagen, 1997). This method encodes
the relative position of each item in the sequence, thereby
allowing comparisons between species to be made. The
use of relative timing is necessary because variation in
the overall rate of development (both between species
and to some extent between individuals of the same
species) prevents the use of absolute timing data (e.g., in
hours, minutes, and seconds) in phylogenetic comparisons (for a full discussion, see Nunn and Smith, 1998;
Bininda-Emonds et al., 2002; Jeffery et al., 2002a, 2002b).
The principle of event-pairing is simple—any developmental sequence can be broken down into a series of
events. These may be, for example, the first appearance
of a distinctive morphology or the first expression of a
particular gene (Bininda-Emonds et al., 2002). Within a
sequence, any two events can have only one of three relative timing relationships: event A occurs before event
B, A and B occur simultaneously, or event A occurs af-

ter event B. By convention, these event-pairs are given
the numerical scores 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Scoring every possible nonredundant event-pair will encode the
entire developmental sequence (Fig. 1). Event-paired sequence data for different species can then be mapped
onto a phylogenetic tree. Evolutionary changes in the
developmental sequences are indicated by apomorphic
event-pair changes (Fig. 2, Table 1). The evolutionary polarity of any changes can be inferred in the same way as
conventional characters (e.g., using outgroup analysis
to determine symplesiomorphies, synapomorphies, and
autapomorphies).
Unfortunately, the very simplicity of the event-pair
method makes interpretation of the apomorphic changes
difficult (Jeffery et al., 2002b). For example, it is clear from
the list of changes in Table 1 that there have been several
changes in the developmental sequence from species X
to species Y. However, as shown in Figure 3A and B,
each change in event-pair score could have been the result of any of five different combinations of event movements. Thus, it is impossible without further information
to determine the actual changes in the developmental
sequence that caused the event-pair changes (i.e., which
events have moved and in which direction; Jeffery et al.,
2002b). Yet, in biological studies, it is precisely the movement of individual events that is relevant for determining phenomena such as evolutionary lability or eventinteractions like induction or modularity (e.g., Wagner,
1996; Galis and Metz, 2001).
To overcome this limitation, we previously proposed
a method called “event-pair cracking” which analyzes
all the event-pair changes at a given node en bloc in
an attempt to establish the underlying pattern of eventmovement (the “solution”) (Jeffery et al., 2002b). Briefly,
cracking operates by identifying those events that move
relative to the greatest number of other events and in
a consistent direction (i.e., are always inferred as moving earlier/later in the developmental sequence). As
such, the method is computationally quick and simple;
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TABLE 1. The 12 changes occurring along the branch from species
X to species Y in Figure 2. Event-pair 2, for example, indicates that
event C moved early with respect to event A.

FIGURE 1. Conventions of event-paired data. (A) A sequence of five
events (A to E). Events C and E occur simultaneously. (B) Event-pair
table for the five events. There are 10 event-pairs, given by 1/2 (n2 − n)
where n is the number of events. The superscript in each cell gives the
order in which event-pairs are listed when given as a string. This order
is arbitrary, but must be used consistently for later calculations. The
lowercase letters (v to z) represent the ranks in the sequence of events
A to E, respectively. Including the ‘upper triangle’ of the table (gray
cells) would produce redundant event-pairs, duplicated in the lower
triangle. The black squares are trivial comparisons (e.g., A versus A, B
versus B, etc.). (C) Event-pairs listed in order together with their scores.
As an example, the score of event-pair number two (C versus A) is also
given in bold. The particular event-pair scores shown would be given
if the ranks v to z were 3, 1, 4, 2, and 4, respectively. (D) Event-pairs
assembled as a string ready for analysis (e.g., with PAUP∗ ).

software implementations usually take a few seconds
to analyze an entire tree, even with a large number
of events (e.g., Bininda-Emonds et al., 2003). However,
the solution is dependent on a user-determined threshold level that is used to discriminate actively moving
events (i.e., those showing large, coherent movement)
from those that are only apparently moving in relation
to these events. Determining this level is usually subjective and based on trial and error. Thus, depending
on the stringency level, event-pair cracking might not
identify all the event movements required to explain all
the event-pair changes along a given branch (too conservative, leading to false negatives) or might identify
too many (too liberal, leading to false positives). In fact,
we previously noted that “The procedure is slightly con-

Event-pair

Involves . . .

Change

1
2
4
7
16
19
20
21
29
33
34
36

B versus A
C versus A
D versus A
E versus A
G versus A
G versus D
G versus E
G versus F
I versus A
I versus E
I versus F
I versus H

1→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→0
2→1
2→0
2→0

servative. [Event-movements] will be identified only if
they are relatively large and coherent” (Jeffery et al.,
2002b:482). Also, cracking can only find a single solution
for each node for a given stringency level and there is no
ready means to compare these solutions to determine if
one is “better” than another.
In this paper, we use a worked example to describe a
new method based on the principle of parsimony that
identifies only the minimum number of events required
to explain all observed event-pair changes along any
given branch. Although the Parsimov method is computationally more intense than cracking (analyses can take
hours rather than seconds), it has the potential to investigate all possible solutions to determine the best one
based on a parsimony optimality criterion. Concordance
and conflicts between multiple equally optimal solutions
can be examined and a strict consensus solution can be
calculated to include only those movements that form
part of every equally most parsimonious solution.
T HEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF THE
PARSIMOV M ETHOD
Changes in an event-pair score imply that one or both
events in the associated pair have shifted their positions
in the developmental sequence (see Fig. 2 and Table 1).
However, as noted above, there are always five possible
ways (solutions) in which two events can move to produce the event-pair change (see Fig. 3A and B). Eventpair changes in isolation give no unequivocal evidence
for any particular pattern of movement, and so adopting
any particular solution in favor of the others will be an
arbitrary decision unless further, independent information is available. In the absence of such evidence, each
solution requires one or more ad hoc hypotheses that
particular events have shifted in the developmental sequence to explain the observed event-pair changes. The
principle of parsimony demands that such ad hoc decisions should be kept to a minimum, giving us a criterion
with which to choose between the solutions. At the level
of a single event-pair, this makes solutions (i) and (v) the
most parsimonious of the alternatives in Figure 3A and
B because both postulate the movement of only a single
event. However, this principle can be extended to all the
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FIGURE 2. Hypothetical example of a heterochronic sequence change. (A) Two sequences of 11 events (A to K). Events that occur simultaneously are grouped in brackets. (B) Event-pair tables constructed for the sequences of species X and Y, respectively. (C) Fifty-five event-pairs
listed for phylogenetic analysis. Event-pairs listed in bold show a change between species X and Y. See Figure 1 for the conventions of event-pair
tables and lists.

event-pair changes along a given branch (i.e., for the entire data set): we seek the solution that explains all the
observed event-pair changes with the smallest possible
number of ad hoc hypotheses of event-movement. For
example, Figure 4A shows four event-pair apomorphies

involving five events. The solution in Figure 4B requires
four ad hoc hypotheses (that B, C, D, and E shifted early),
whereas that in Figure 4C requires only a single hypothesis (that A shifted late). The latter solution, therefore, is
more parsimonious. It should be adopted, in preference

FIGURE 3. Possible movements causing an observed heterochronic change. (A) Two events (A and B) have a particular timing relationship
(event A occurs before event B). However, an evolutionary transformation leads to event A occurring after event B. (B) There are five possible
ways in which this change might have occurred: (i) event A moved later in development; (ii) event B moved earlier in development; (iii) event
A moved later and event B moved earlier in development; (iv) event B moved later in development but event A moved even later; and (v) event
A moved earlier in development, but event B moved even earlier. Figure after Jeffery et al. (2002b: fig. 2). (C) If a moving event (event B) is
“overtaken” by another event (event A), it can generate incoherent event-pair changes, apparently implying that the event has moved both early
and late. This must be accounted for when calculating a solution to a set of event-pair changes.
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deliberately employ a naı̈ve analytical approach in this
example for illustration purposes. In reality, searching for
the optimal set of event movements poses similar analytical difficulties to determining the optimal phylogenetic
tree(s) for a set of morphological or molecular character
data. Therefore, we later describe several more sophisticated search strategies in the next section that show high
similarity with the more familiar tree searching heuristics. In all cases, we consider only a single branch on the
example phylogeny; the same process is applied to each
branch of the tree in turn to obtain the global solution.

FIGURE 4. Using parsimony to choose between alternative schemes
of movement. (A) Four event-pair changes are observed along a particular branch. Five events (A to E) are involved, but many different
schemes of movement could produce the changes (see Fig. 3). (B) One
scheme involves events B, C, D, and E moving early relative to event A.
The four events must have moved in a coordinated fashion because any
change in their positions relative to one another would have caused additional event-pair changes. (C) An alternative scheme involves event
A moving late with respect to events B to E. This scheme requires only
one ad hoc hypothesis (i.e., that event A moved) to explain all the observed event-pair changes in contrast to the four hypotheses required
in (B) (events B, C, D, and E all moved early). This scheme is therefore more parsimonious and should be the preferred explanation of
the observed event-pair changes.

to other solutions, as the working hypothesis of the event
movements that gave rise to the observed pattern of
event-pair change.
It should be noted that we have implemented Parsimov using a simple parsimony criterion that assumes a
single step for each event along a given branch. However,
other weighting schemes or even optimization criteria
could be used. Likelihood or Bayesian versions of this
method are easy to envisage given the development of
appropriate probabilistic models of change (e.g., Lewis,
2001). Our implementation also assumes that, in the absence of information to the contrary, the movements of
events are independent of one another. However, the realization that some events are linked to form developmental complexes or modules could affect the inference
of event movement. For example, if events B, C, D, and
E in Figure 4 were linked, then the solution in Figure 4B
could be explained by only a single ad hoc hypothesis of movement (that of the complex as a whole) and
thus would be equally parsimonious with the solution
in Figure 4C.
S TEPS IN THE PARSIMOV M ETHOD
In this section, we first describe the basic procedure of
the Parsimov method using a simple worked example
based on the modest data set in Figure 2 and Table 1. We

Step 1—Collecting the Data
As for event-pair cracking, the initial step proceeds
as for the reconstruction of conventional characters. The
event-pair–encoded data are mapped onto a phylogenetic tree and the apomorphic changes along each branch
are determined. However, in an event-pair analysis, each
character is a specific event-pair (e.g., B versus A, E versus G). Therefore, as with the cracking method, the characters need to be translated back into the event-pairs they
represent. By convention, event-pairs are listed in the order shown in Figure 1. Thus, for example, we know that
a change in character 2 represents a timing change between events C and A. The synapomorphic event-pair
changes for our example are given in Table 1.
Step 2—Listing the Changes
Once the event-pair changes are known, the distribution of the changes across the events is established.
Some events might not be involved in any event-pair
changes along the branch in question (in our example,
events J and K) and so have not changed position with
respect to any other event. They can therefore safely be
ignored in subsequent steps. This is significant because
it reduces the number of comparisons required, thereby
speeding up the analysis at the node in question. This is
similar to excluding invariant characters from a conventional parsimony-based phylogenetic analysis because
they will not affect the resultant solution.
Although the polarity of all apomorphic changes can
be determined in the same manner as for the reconstruction of conventional characters, event-pairs are inherently non-directional. In Table 1, for example, event-pair
2 describes the movement of event C relative to event A.
This event-pair has its inverted equivalent (2 in Table 2)
describing the movement of event A relative to event C.
This is the event-pair that would be recorded in the gray
upper triangle of the event-pair matrix in Figure 1. Either
is a valid description of the observed relative change:
the different views are referred to as the perspective of
the event-pair (see Jeffery et al., 2002b). Only one perspective is used when optimizing event-pairs onto trees
to prevent a needless duplication of the data set. However, when searching for the best solutions, both perspectives must be considered, including the inverse data in
Table 2.
When event-pair changes from both perspectives are
compiled for each event in our example, the set of
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TABLE 2. Because event-pairs are inherently nondirectional (see
Fig. 3), the changes in Table 1 can be viewed from an alternate perspective. For example, event-pair 2 in Table 1 suggests that the change
was caused by event C moving early. The alternate perspective, eventpair 2 in this table, suggests that it was caused by event A moving late.
When calculating the best overall solution to a set of event-pairs, both
perspectives must be considered.

TABLE 4. Recalculation of Table 3 after the first round of analysis
where event A was assumed to have moved late with respect to events
B, C, D, E, G, and I. These event-pairs have been removed (from both
perspectives), along with any events that no longer show any changes
(events B and C). The remaining events have had their total change
scores recalculated.
Moves

Event-pair


1
2
4
7
16
19
20
21
29
33
34
36

Involves . . .

Change

A versus B
A versus C
A versus D
A versus E
A versus G
D versus G
E versus G
F versus G
A versus I
E versus I
F versus I
H versus I

0→1
0→2
0→2
0→2
0→2
0→2
0→2
0→2
0→2
1→2
0→2
0→2

changes that any solution must account for is shown in
Table 3.
Step 3—Determining Event Movements
To generate a set of event movements, events are selected iteratively with the assumption that the event-pair
changes they are involved in are “real” (that is, caused
by the movement of the selected event, rather than by its
event-pair partner). In so doing, the ad hoc hypothesis of
the selected event moving will explain a set of event-pair
changes that, therefore, do not need to be considered in
further rounds. For example, in Table 3, the assumption
in the first round that event A moved late explains six
event-pair changes (A versus each of B, C, D, E, G, and I).
These can be deleted from the table along with their inverted equivalents (each of B, C, D, E, G, and I versus A)
to leave six event-pair changes to be explained (Table 4).
We therefore repeat the process, selecting another event
TABLE 3. Event-pair changes summarized for each event in Tables
1 and 2. For each event-pair change, both perspectives are listed. For
example, event H moving late with respect to event I is also listed as
event I moving early with respect to event H. The last three columns
list the number of event-pair changes each event was involved in. TRC
(total relative change) gives –1 for each entry in the “early” column
and +1 for each entry in the “late” column. TAC (total absolute change)
gives +1 regardless of the direction of change. Abs. prod. is the absolute
value of the product of the TRC and TAC.
Moves
Event

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Early with
respect to . . .

Total change

Late with
respect to . . .

B, C, D, E, G, I
A
A
A
A

G
G, I
G, I

A, D, E, F
I
A, E, F, H

TRC

TAC

Abs. prod.

6
−1
−1
0
1
2
−4
1
−4

6
1
1
2
3
2
4
1
4

36
1
1
0
3
4
16
1
16

Event

D
E
F
G
H
I

Early with
respect to . . .

Total change

Late with
respect to . . .

G
G, I
G, I
D, E, F
I
E, F, H

TRC

TAC

Abs. prod.

1
2
2
−3
1
−3

1
2
2
3
1
3

1
4
4
9
1
9

in the next round (in our example, event D, the next event
on the list with any event-pair changes remaining). The
process is repeated until all the event-pair changes are
explained. Each round adds another ad hoc hypothesis
of an event moving early or late.
Input orders and event-pair coherence.—We refer to the
order in which events are examined as the “input order”;
it is analogous to a taxon addition sequence in conventional tree-searching heuristics. In our example, taking
the input order from the order in which the events are
listed in Tables 3 and 4 required five rounds, and thus
five ad hoc hypotheses of event movement, to explain
the 12 event-pairs changes (Table 5a). We can test other
solutions by using different input orders. Table 5b and
c show the solutions generated by two alternative input
orders. In Table 5b, we started with event B but then
continued as before in the order the events are listed in
Table 3. This resulted in a less optimal solution, requiring
nine ad hoc hypotheses of movement. It also highlights
the importance of the decisions made about the direction
of event-movement. For example, it was easy to decide
the direction of movement of event A from Table 3 because all its event-pairs suggest that it moved late (they
are “coherent”; sensu Jeffery et al., 2002b). However, in
Table 3, event D has two “incoherent” event-pairs, suggesting opposing directions of movement. Clearly, event
D cannot be moving in both directions at the same time—
one event-pair must give the correct movement of event
D, whereas the other is caused by the movement of an
event-pair partner (this pattern of event-pair changes can
be caused by the movements shown in Fig. 3C).
Unfortunately, without additional evidence, we cannot determine which of the two event-pairs gives the
correct movement of event D. Yet, the choice has further consequences. For example, the ad hoc hypothesis
that event D moved early with respect to event A (as
in Table 5b) explains one of the event-pairs involving D.
However, the only way to explain the remaining eventpair is to assume that event G moved early with respect to
event D, an additional hypothesis of movement (marked
with an asterisk in Table 5b). Alternatively, assuming that
event D moved late with respect to event G requires that
event A moved late with respect to event D. Although
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TABLE 5. Three alternative solutions for the data in Figure 2. Any solution requires some ad hoc hypotheses about the movement underlying
the observed event-pair changes. The number of hypotheses required is sensitive to the order in which the events were assessed (the input
order). The third solution requires only three hypotheses and is thus the most parsimonious. Asterisks show movements required by incoherent
movements (see main text).

Solution

a

b

Input order

Resultant hypotheses

Events with event-pairs
left to be explained

A
D
E
F
H
B
C
D

A moved late relative to B, C, D, E, G, I
D moved late relative to G
E moved late relative to G, I
F moved late relative to G, I
H moved late relative to I
B moved early relative to A
C moved early relative to A
D moved early relative to A
G moved early relative to D∗
E moved late relative to G, I
A moved late relative to E∗
F moved late relative to G, I
G moved early relative to A
H moved late relative to I
I moved early relative to A
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E, G, I
G moved early relative to D, E, F
I moved early relative to E, F, H

D, E, F, G, H, I
E, F, G, H, I
F, G, H, I
H, I
—
A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I
A, D, E, F, G, H, I
A, D, E, F, G, H, I
A, E, F, G, H, I
A, E, F, G, H, I
A, F, G, H, I
A, G, H, I
A, H, I
A, I
—
D, E, F, G, H, I
E, F, H, I
—

E

c

F
G
H
I
A
G
I

both cases require two ad hoc hypotheses to explain the
event-pairs involving D, they have different effects on the
overall solution. In Table 5b, we arbitrarily chose to assume that D moved early (and therefore G moved early).
However, a full search should also examine the solution
produced when we assume that D moved late (and therefore A moves late).
Search Strategies
Ideally, we would systematically assess every possible input order, including every alternative assumption
of direction, to determine the optimal solution set. For
example, even though the movement for event A in our
worked example is coherent and always indicated to be
late, we should test the solution produced if we assume
that A moved early. Note that doing so effectively fixes
the directions of movement for events B, C, D, E, G, and
I as early (i.e., even earlier; solution (v) in Fig. 3) to explain the event-pair. In so doing, this might explain other
event-pairs within the same round, which can then be
deleted.
The number of possible input orders increases rapidly
with the number of events considered (Table 6)—in our
example there are a maximum of over 186 million input orders. Clearly, many different input orders might
lead to the same solution, but it is not possible to predict the outcome of a particular input order. This problem is comparable to conventional phylogenetic analyses, which aims to find the optimal solution(s) based on
a particular optimality criterion from millions of alternatives. Like phylogenetic analysis, an exhaustive search of
all possible input orders is possible only when there are
few events (in practice, about six or fewer) contributing
to the event-pair synapomorphies. Beyond this, heuristic
search strategies must be employed. We first describe a
rapid heuristic that can be used as the basis for a more
thorough, branch-and-bound-like strategy.

A rapid heuristic using “total change” scores.—Jeffery
et al. (2002b) described the use of total absolute and total relative change scores (TAC and TRC, respectively)
to select actively moving events in event-pair cracking.
For each event, the TAC is simply the number of eventpair changes it is involved in. The TRC is the sum of the
event-pairs changes with the direction of movement accounted for (i.e., giving +1 for a “late with respect to . . . ”
change, and −1 for an “early with respect to . . . ” change).
For example, in Table 3, for event A, TAC = 6 (it is involved in six event-pairs) and TRC = 6 (six late changes,
each with a score of +1). By contrast, for event D, TAC
= 2, but TRC = 0 (one early change with a score of −1
and one late change with a score of +1). Together, these
scores were held to give a good picture of the “explanatory power” of each event; that is, how many event-pair
changes each could explain if it was assumed to have
moved, and how many additional ad hoc hypotheses this
would entail. In the current context, the TAC and TRC
scores can be used to determine the input order by using
the highest scoring event in each round in the Parsimov
procedure. We suggest using the absolute value of the
product of the TRC and TAC, but other values, such as
the TRC or TAC alone, could be used. Furthermore, instead of examining both directions of movement (early
or late) for a given event, the direction is determined by
the TRC value; events where TRC = 0 are given a direction at random. Altogether, this forms the basis of a fast,
but greedy algorithm that seeks to explain the largest
number of event-pair movements in a given round, but
should still obtain a near-optimal solution.
Thus, in our example, event A is selected in the first
round based on its high total change score (TAC × TRC =
36) and is inferred to be moving late based on its positive TRC score (+6). After the six event-pair changes explained by the movement of event A are removed, the
TRC and TAC of the remaining events are recalculated
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TABLE 6. Input orders used in Parsimov searches (decreasing in thoroughness from left to right). If only a few events are involved, every
single possible explanation of the observed distribution of event-pairs can be assessed (column 2). This exhaustive search method is guaranteed
to find shortest solution(s). However, the number of possible solutions increases rapidly with the number of events involved. Alternatively,
every possible combination of event-movement can be examined, but with only a single direction of movement for each event that is determined
heuristically (“unpolarized”; see main text). This strategy cannot guarantee that the shortest solution(s) will be recovered, but the number of
solutions does not increase as rapidly with the number of events. Finally, all input orders for either the first two or three events can be examined,
with the input orders of the remaining events (and all directions of movement) determined heuristically. Again, these strategies cannot guarantee
that the shortest solution(s) will be recovered. However, because every possible combination of starting input order is investigated, they are
unlikely to become stuck in an “island” of locally optimal solutions. In each column, the gray area gives the number of event-movements that
can be investigated within a day (and within memory limits) using our Parsimov software on a standard desktop PC.
Input orders to be assessed using
No. of events

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

All possible input
orders (polarized)

All possible input
orders (unpolarized)

All possible combinations
of three unpolarized events

All possible combinations
of two unpolarized events

8
48
384
3 840
46 080
645 120
10 321 920
∼ 1.86 × 1008
∼ 3.72 × 1009
∼ 8.17 × 1010
∼ 1.96 × 1012
∼ 5.10 × 1013
∼ 1.43 × 1015
∼ 4.28 × 1016
∼ 1.37 × 1018
∼ 4.66 × 1019
∼ 1.68 × 1021
∼ 6.38 × 1022
∼ 2.55 × 1024
∼ 1.07 × 1026
∼ 4.71 × 1027
∼ 2.17 × 1029
∼ 1.04 × 1031
∼ 5.20 × 1032
∼ 2.71 × 1034
∼ 1.46 × 1036
∼ 8.18 × 1037
∼ 4.75 × 1039
∼ 2.85 × 1041
∼ 1.77 × 1043

2
6
24
120
720
5 040
40 320
362 880
3 628 800
39 916 800
479 001 600
6 227 020 800
87 178 291 200
∼ 1.31 × 1012
∼ 2.09 × 1013
∼ 3.56 × 1014
∼ 6.40 × 1015
∼ 1.22 × 1017
∼ 2.43 × 1018
∼ 5.11 × 1019
∼ 1.12 × 1021
∼ 2.59 × 1022
∼ 6.20 × 1023
∼ 1.55 × 1025
∼ 4.03 × 1026
∼ 1.09 × 1028
∼ 3.05 × 1029
∼ 8.84 × 1030
∼ 2.65 × 1032
∼ 8.22 × 1033

—
6
24
60
120
210
336
504
720
990
1 320
1 716
2 184
2 730
3 360
4 080
4 896
5 814
6 840
7 980
9 240
10 626
12 144
13 800
15 600
17 550
19 656
21 924
24 360
26 970

2
6
12
20
30
42
56
72
90
110
132
156
182
210
240
272
306
342
380
420
462
506
552
600
650
702
756
812
870
930

(see Table 4), and the new highest scoring event is selected. In this example, events G and I have the same
total change score (nine). One is chosen arbitrarily (in
our example, G, inferred to be moving early based on
its negative TRC score), the (three) event-pair changes
its movement explains are removed, and the TRC and
TAC values are recalculated for the third round. The total change score of event I remains nine, and it is selected
as the highest scoring event; its inferred early movement
(from its negative TRC score) explains the remaining
three event-pair changes. The final solution is given in
Table 5c.
By itself, a search based on total change scores will
yield near-optimal solution(s) and so often constitutes an
effective search strategy. However, to explore the effects
of arbitrary choices between events with equal scores
(and of differing directions of movement in events with
incoherent event-pairs), the process should ideally be repeated several times. In practice, we have found that 100
repetitions invariably recover at least one of the equally
most parsimonious solutions.

Branch-and-bound-like near-thorough searches.—Although the total change heuristic will quickly find a very
good solution, it has the potential to become caught in
suboptimal “islands” of solutions. In our example, the
repetitions will always select event A first because it has
the highest total change score. But, if the optimal solution can only be found by starting with another event,
it will never be recovered. However, the total change
heuristic can be used to establish a threshold value for
subsequent, more thorough searches (the equivalent of
a “branch-and-bound” phylogenetic search; Kitching
et al., 1998). Because assessing an input order is a
stepwise process, with each round adding one or more
ad hoc hypothesis of event movement, input orders can
be abandoned when it is clear that they will not provide
a good solution. For example, the input order in Table 5b
could be aborted after the selection of event D because
all the event-pair changes have not been explained and
the number of events hypothesized to be moving is
already higher than the threshold of three determined
by the total change heuristic (Table 5c). Any further
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rounds can only lead to additional ad hoc hypotheses
and therefore a suboptimal solution. However, if the
more thorough search finds a more optimal solution,
the threshold is reset to the new value for the analysis of
any additional input orders.
Even with the use of a branch-and-bound-like technique, the number of input orders can still be too large
to allow complete searches in a reasonable amount of
time (i.e., in less than a day). In these cases, the threshold can be used in conjunction with a near-thorough
method that examines all possible input orders of the
first few events only. If event-pair changes remain after these initial rounds, the remainder of the input order
is determined using the mechanism in the total change
heuristic. Because the effects of starting the input with
even medium and low-scoring events are examined, the
strategy is less likely to become stuck in locally optimal islands of solutions. Even for large data sets, it is
possible to examine every possible starting combination
if only the input orders of the first two or three events
are set (Table 6). When used together, the threshold and
near-thorough searches provide an effective heuristic for
assessing the many possible solutions of a large problem
in a reasonable amount of time.
Step 4—Consensus Solutions
If the search recovers only one most parsimonious solution, this can be adopted as the hypothesis of event
movements that occurred to produce the observed eventpair changes. If more than one most parsimonious solution is recovered, a consensus solution can be determined. For example, Table 7 shows the five equally most
parsimonious solutions for the data in Figure 2 and
Tables 1 and 2. The consensus lists all the changes common to all solutions. In our example, the solutions are
very similar, and the consensus retains a lot of informa-
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tion. In effect, it gives the fewest number of steps needed
to transform the ancestral sequence into the descendant
sequence (cf. Fig. 2A). It is possible that the most parsimonious solutions are mutually incompatible, such that
the consensus retains no information. However, we have
found this to be rare in practice.
T HE PARSIMOV PROGRAM
One of us (JEJ) has written a Perl script that will
read in the output log from PAUP* (Swofford, 2002)
containing apomorphy lists (obtained using the “describetrees apolist = yes;” command under the Trees
menu) and subjected the data to the method described
above. It outputs a text file for each node, plus a summary of the results for the whole tree. This program
can be downloaded from http://www.tierzucht.tum.de/
Bininda-Emonds/ or can be obtained from either of the
first two authors on request.
D ISCUSSION
Comparisons with Previous Methods
In her analysis of the development of the craniofacial
region of therian mammals, Smith (1997) mapped eventpairs involving 28 developmental events onto a reference phylogeny (Fig. 5) to highlight differences between
metatherians (marsupials) and eutherians (placentals).
This revealed 56 event pairs that differed in event-pair
score between the two clades (Table 8A). We previously
discussed the limitations of this and later, more statistical methods (Nunn and Smith, 1998)—namely that
they could not localize changes to particular branches
of the tree, nor determine the direction of the changes
(i.e., whether an event had moved earlier in one clade
or moved later in the other)—and reanalyzed the data
set using the cracking method (Bininda-Emonds et al.,
2002; Jeffery et al. 2002b). A consensus of ACCTRAN

TABLE 7. Five equally most parsimonious solutions for the data
from Figure 2 and their strict consensus. The conflict between the solutions (underlined) concerns which other events the “shifting events”
moved relative to. Note that the conflicts only concern movements relative to other shifting events (e.g., event A relative to event G, etc.). The
consensus therefore retains a lot of information—it is, in fact, the same
as solution 2. Compare with Figure 2A.
1
2
3
4
5
Consensus

A moved late relative to B, C, D, E, G, I
G moved early relative to D, E, F
I moved early relative to E, F, H
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E
G moved early relative to D, E, F
I moved early relative to E, F, H
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E, I
G moved early relative to D, E, F, A
I moved early relative to E, F, H
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E, G
G moved early relative to D, E, F
I moved early relative to E, F, H, A
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E
G moved early relative to D, E, F, A
I moved early relative to E, F, H, A
A moved late relative to B, C, D, E
G moved early relative to D, E, F
I moved early relative to E, F, H

FIGURE 5. Cladogram of nine therian mammals used by Smith
(1997). Numbers beneath each branch show the number of changes
identified in a consensus of ACCTRAN and DELTRAN optimizations
by the cracking method of Jeffery et al. (2002b) and the Parsimov
method, respectively. Number in italics at the base of the tree is the
number of event-pair changes separating eutherian and metatherian
mammals as identified by Smith (1997).
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TABLE 8. Comparison of three methods for reconstructing heterochronic changes from event-paired developmental data. (A) Smith (1997)
mapped a data set derived from 28 cranial developmental events for nine species of mammal (Fig. 5) but was unable to localize changes to a
particular node or to polarize them (i.e., as early in one clade or late in the other). She was also unable to estimate movements underlying changes.
(B) Jeffery et al. (2002b) reanalyzed the data of Smith (1997) using their cracking technique. A consensus of the results from ACCTRAN and
DELTRAN optimizations produced five hypotheses of event movement along the branch leading to the metatherians only. Eleven of the relative
movements identified were among the 56 event-pairs highlighted by Smith (1997). A consensus of ACCTRAN and DELTRAN optimizations using
the Parsimov method identified the same five event movements along the branch leading to the metatherians plus two additional movements.
(C) The Parsimov method also uniquely identified four movements along the branch leading to the eutherians.
A. Branch connecting common ancestors of Metatheria and Eutheria
Method (author)

Change

Character mapping (Smith, 1997)

28 event-pair scores that differ consistently between all species in each of the two clades highlighted. A
further 28 event-pair scores that differ between all species in each of the two clades with a single
exception
B. Branch leading from root to common ancestor of Metatheria
Method (author)

Cracking (Jeffery et al., 2002b)

Parsimov method

Event

Moves

First ossification of maxilla

Early

Evagination of telencephalon

Late

Layering in cortex

Late

Swelling of thalamus and hypothalamus

Late

Lens vesicle filled
First ossification of maxilla
Evagination of telencephalon

Late
Early
Late

Differentiation of retinal pigment
Olfactory nerve connects with
epithelium
Layering in cortex

Late
Late

Swelling of thalamus and hypothalamus

Late

Lens vesicle filled

Late

Late

Relative to . . .

First appearance of tooth buds, differentiation of ear
ossicles
Cartilage in basioccipital region, first alignment of
(tongue) myoblasts
First ossification of squamosal, craniofacial muscles
distinguishable
First ossification of frontal, first appearance of tooth buds,
differentiation of ear ossicles, craniofacial muscles
distinguishable
First ossification of frontal, differentiation of ear ossicles
Differentiation of ear ossicles
Cartilage in basioccipital region, first alignment of
(tongue) myoblasts
Cartilage in basioccipital region
Differentiation of ear ossicles, differentiation of retinal
pigment
First ossification of jugal, first ossification of squamosal,
first appearance of muscle striations, craniofacial
muscles distinguishable
First ossification of frontal, first appearance of tooth buds,
differentiation of ear ossicles, craniofacial muscles
distinguishable, first appearance of muscle striations,
olfactory nerve connects with epithelium
First ossification of frontal, differentiation of ear ossicles,
first appearance of muscle striations

C. Branch leading from root to common ancestor of Eutheria
Method (author)

Cracking (Jeffery et al., 2002b)
Parsimov method

Event

None detected
First ossification of Jugal

Moves

Relative to . . .

Secondary palate closes, craniofacial muscles
distinguishable
First ossification of Exoccipital
Late
First ossification of frontal, first ossification of
basioccipital
Membrane bones approach midline
Early First ossification of basisphenoid, differentiation of
condylar cartilage
Twins (sensu Jeffery et al., 2002b): Swelling of thalamus and hypothalamus early relative to lens vesicle filled

and DELTRAN optimizations of the cracked event-pair
data showed five event movements that could account
for most of the event-pair changes on the branch leading
from the root to the common ancestor of metatherians
(Jeffery et al., 2002b). The movements of these events
were concordant with the event-pair changes identified
by Smith (1997), but were more precise and informative in that they indicated the direction of movements
and could be localized to a specific branch (see Table
8B; also Jeffery et al., 2002b). The consensus of ACCTRAN and DELTRAN optimizations also inferred 44 further event movements, localized along other branches of
the phylogeny that were not examined by Smith (1997)
(see Fig. 5).

Early

We have again reanalyzed Smith’s (1997) data using
the Parsimov method described above. For each branch,
we took a strict consensus of all the most parsimonious
solutions. We compared these results with those produced by the cracking method. For reasons of space,
we shall only discuss the comparisons of the consensus
of ACCTRAN and DELTRAN optimizations. However,
the conclusions are the same when each optimization is
compared separately. Along every branch, the Parsimov
method invariably found an equal or greater number
of movements than cracking (a total of 89) because the
cracking method can leave certain event-pair changes
unexplained if they do not reveal a clear pattern of event
movement that exceeds the threshold level. In fact, with
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eight exceptions, the movements found by cracking were
a subset of those found by the Parsimov method (for
an example, see Table 8B). At some nodes, Parsimov
found several changes where cracking found none (e.g.,
Table 8C). In the few cases where cracking identified
movements not shown by the Parsimov method (e.g.,
the movement of the “First ossification of maxilla” early
with respect to the “First appearance of tooth buds”;
Table 8B), examination of the individual equally most
parsimonious solutions found by the Parsimov method
showed that, in each case, the cracking process had identified a movement that was only one of several equally
parsimonious ways of explaining the event-pair changes.
Thus, the movement would not be shown on a strict consensus of all the equally most parsimonious solutions
from the Parsimov method. It also means that the hypothesis of movement from the cracking analysis was
not robust because equally parsimonious alternatives to
it exist.
The cracking method was also used by Jeffery et al.
(2002a) to analyze heterochrony in the organogenetic
period of amniote embryonic development. We reanalyzed these data using Parsimov and found that, as with
the mammalian craniofacial data, the method invariably found an equal or greater number of movements
than cracking had. Again, the results of cracking were
usually a subset of those found by Parsimov (data not
shown).

not an unreasonable time to wait for an analysis. Moreover, the continuous increase in desktop processor speed
coupled with the possible development of better search
heuristics means that this disadvantage will become less
significant over time. For instance, the same analyses
using either a 2.8-GHz Pentium IV Dell (with 512 Mb
RAM) or a dual 2-GHz processor Mac G5 (with 1 Gb
RAM) took under 7 hours. These increasing speed developments will also allow for more thorough searches,
thereby improving the robustness of the result even
further.
For both methods, the recovered solution forms the
jumping-off point for an interpretation of the biological
causes and implication of the timing shifts. For example, with Smith’s (1997) data set, the inference of specific
event movements can be used to examine questions such
as how the particular craniofacial timing shifts relate to
the very different reproductive strategies of eutherian
and metatherian mammals, at what point in the developmental program the timing differences originate, and
what the underlying genetic causes are.

The Cracking and Parsimov Methods for Event-Paired Data
Both the cracking and Parsimov methods deliver precise hypotheses about the movements underlying observed event-pair changes along a given branch of a tree
(a great advantage over the statistical methods). As such,
they provide the means to test hypotheses of developmental heterochrony (e.g., Smith, 1997; Cole et al., 2003),
or of any change in sequential order (e.g., gene order), in
a quantitative, analytical fashion. The Parsimov method
delivers more robust hypotheses because it is less subjective in the sense that (1) it determines the minimal
solution that accounts for every event-pair change and
(2) it yields a consensus that contains all hypotheses of
movement that must necessarily form part of any equally
most parsimonious solution to the observed event-pair
changes. As mentioned, the Parsimov method assumes
the independence of events and will be misled by events
forming linked complexes. However, the complementary use of the cracking method in conjunction with a
low threshold value might be able to discover groups of
events moving in parallel, thereby forming putative complexes. This information could then be used to direct a
more robust Parsimov analysis.
The only disadvantage of the Parsimov method when
compared to the cracking method is speed; using a desktop PC (with a 550-MHz processor) the cracking method
took just over one second to analyze both optimizations of the Smith (1997) data set, whereas the Parsimov
method took just under 15 hours, even using the heuristic options described above! However, even 15 hours is
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